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Austronesian ancestors left Taiwan to brave the sea, setting foot on new land and seeking new
opportunities. Of the new immigrants from different parts of South and Southeast Asia coming to
this cradle of culture, or returning to their origin some millennia later, a considerable portion make
New Taipei City their new home. As a large, modern metropolis with a population of four million,
New Taipei City also features a suburban and rural landscape, offering easy access to natural
attractions and retreats.
As with the diversity in urban planning, the culinary delights here also
follow the philosophy of variety with a wide selection from street foods to
foreign cuisine that gourmets can find readily affordable new tastes to
please their palate. The fairest classic tastes and their underlying cultural
heritage is becoming a trend to please the gourmand, enthusiasts, and the
new immigrants. Even though how “yummy” is said varies with each language, such as
Haochi/Hoja in Taiwanese, Món này ngon quá in Vietnamese, อร่อย in Thai,
(Hindi),
(Burmese) and enak (Malaysian, Indonesian), the pleasure of the palate is a
universal pursuit of all people and cultures.
From a census of the Southeastern Asian-style eateries and restaurants in fifteen administrative
districts conducted by the New Taipei City Economic Development Department to explore
their operation and collaboration with dedicated delivery service providers, we
present fifty featured new immigrant restaurants categorized by districts
(fifteen districts) and style (Vietnamese, Thai, Burmese, Malaysian, Indian and
Indonesian) to showcase their characteristics and signature dishes. With the
current electronic food map and promotional events, as well as the new immigrant
restaurant election and migrant bazaar projects, we seek to further improve cultural
acceptance and exchange in dining services, promote and develop the food industry based
on the cuisine of new immigrants. This in turn facilitates "active and legal employment",
allowing us to become a notable immigrant-friendly international city by 2030.

Director, Economic Development Department,
New Taipei City Government

An exciting palate experience with
Southeastern Asian cuisine
This guide presents fifty selected Thai, Vietnamese, Hindi, Malaysian, Indonesian,
Malaysian or Burmese restaurants and eateries in New Taipei City. From each of them, we
learn an inspiring, flavorful life story of new immigrants, and appreciate their effort and
dedication in offering these delicacies at readily affordable prices.
Southeastern Asia is known for the abundance of retreats and the variety of local cuisine.
The most notable of the latter include Thai Tom Yum Goong and moon shrimp cake,
Vietnamese pho and gỏi cuốn, Yunnan pork slices, Burmese Khao Soi and semolina cake,
papad, beef masala with rice, Chawal Ki Kheer, and Malaysian Bak Kut Teh took the idea
from the local family recipes and later became the best known local cuisine.
Taking two restaurant owners from Taunggyi, Burma for example,
Ms. Yue of Yun Shan Fang (Xindian) uses Burmese dried sour papaya
for health-promoting chicken soup, while Ms. Zhang of Yunxiang uses
it along with spices for the flavorful Thai-Burmese assorted tofu soup.
This shows how different they use papaya from most Taiwanese that
consumes it as fruit. When pickled, its sour, fungal aroma fits
well with egg tofu and other vegetables.
Vietnamese cuisine is presented in even more varieties: Ms. Fan, the owner
of Memories of Stone Pot (Luzhou), uses the quality soup of pho to make
Vietnamese stone pot with a wide variety of beef cuts from different cattle
breeds. For example, “beef shank, tendon, tripe ”, U.S. beef slices, as well as
vegetables and noodles in generous helping and soup refills are provided at
an affordable price. Ms. Hsiao, the owner of a Hanoi-style restaurant in Kinshan, offers gà bó
xôi, a characteristic Vietnamese festival cuisine. It is prepared by having a free-range hen
(weighing three taels) marinated and roasted with five-spice seasoning, then wrapped in
glutinous rice and deep fried until a crust is formed. The crust with the aroma of chicken fat is
also one of the classic tastes.
Thanks to the district planning of New Taipei City, a Vietnamese cuisine street has taken
form around Yingge Ceramics Museum. On Nanyia Road, you can find the Vietnamese
restaurant “Hong Mei”, another restaurant offering Vietnamese street foods on the other side,
and numerous pho restaurants nearby.

MR Diamond on Huaxin Street of Zhonhe District, also known as “the Myanmar street”, is
the place for Malaysian Hainanese chicken rice, lemongrass roasted chicken, and even cà ri gà
and bánh mì. Hindi cuisine enthusiasts may try Malasa Chai ice cream in Mr. Liu’s Wang
Wang Lai - Halal Food to enjoy the elating blend of strawberry jelly, caramel pudding, chia
seeds, and fresh, condensed and evaporated milk. Another notable dessert option is his
handmade Burmese semolina cake.
Tai Ji Cheng, the oldest Thai restaurant in Xindian, is best known for
tom yum shrimp stir-fry served in the state banquet at the inauguration
of the previous president. It is the cooked yam kung ten and is
characterized by its fast cooking with proper heating.
A considerable portion of these Southeastern Asian restaurants is run by new immigrants of
promising academic performance that came to Taiwan for a higher diploma. For example,
Mr. Chiang the owner of Mi Cheng Yunnan-Thai Restaurant (Xindian), worked part-time
during his years as a law major at National Taipei University and owned a successful
restaurant after graduation; Mr. Mo the owner of Masala Hindi Cuisine was a Pakistani
Chinese literature major in Chinese Culture University that increased the popularity of Indian
cuisine and even introduced Indian spices and foodstuff, notably Himalayan pink rock salt.
The animal ingredients used in Masala Indian Cuisine are Halal-certified. Previously an
Indian cuisine chef in a hotel, Mr. Mayur is now the owner of Mayur Indian Kitchen, a chain
with nine Indian themed restaurants in Taiwan, and one of the most prominent Indian cuisine
chefs.
For Taiwan, the promotion of Southeastern Asian cuisine is an essential part of the civic
cultural campaign for cultural acceptance as one of the core values. This is especially
important for New Taipei City, where a hundred and ten thousand call this city home.
To facilitate access, the guide provides a detailed map of the
destinations of gourmet pilgrimage over the fifteen districts and
their locations relative to MRT stations.
Cuisine Journalist

The locations of featured new immigrant restaurants in New Taipei City
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1. A-Chun’s Pho Restaurant
2. Jiaxiang Vietnamese Restaurant
3. Yuyun Vietnamese Restaurant
(Nguyễn H&Y Vietnamese Restaurant)
4. Shangyue Vietnamese Restaurant
5. Yozhan Vietnamese Restaurant
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7. Mei Tian Viet Nam
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10. Han Bing Vietnamese Restaurant
11. Pao Ping Pho Restaurant
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about Vietnamese Festival Food and Culture
With its basic model founded in the early twentieth century, Vietnamese cuisine is a relatively young
branch of culinary culture combining the elements introduced by French colonizers and as the
adaptations during the Vietnam War, and hence affordability and nutritional value are the most
important considerations. The first pho restaurant was opened in Hanoi in 1920, and spread to Saigon by
the 1950s.
The foods of Tết is closely related to folk culture.
One of the most notable dishes for Tết is gà bó xôi. It is prepared by having a
free-range hen (weighing three taels) marinated and roasted with five-spice
seasoning, then wrap this “gà nướng” in glutinous rice and deep fried until a crust
(xôi chiên phồng) is formed. When served, the crust with the aroma of chicken fat
is best consumed with the roasted chicken. This hearty dish is a good treat for
visiting guests. Taiwanese chicken rolls are usually prepared with tofu skin and
are in ellipsoid form, whereas Vietnamese chả giò is prepared with clear glutinous
rice spring roll skin and numerous ingredients (typically bean sprout, pork,
shrimp, scallion segments and glass noodle, lettuce, fish sauce and garlic), made into neat rolls and
deep fried. It is best served with a special sauce. Vietnamese tofu dishes include assorted fried tofu for
longevity and good karma, or fish tofu flavored with lemongrass for abundance.
Pho noodle has gained popularity in numerous nations since the 1970s due to the migration of the
Vietnamese population. Notably, most Vietnamese restaurants in Hong Kong and Macau are run by
Vietnamese Chinese who returned during Vietnam War, featuring Saigon-style cuisine and prepared
with Cantonese flat rice noodles. In Taiwan, these are mostly stalls or eateries owned by Vietnamese
women married to Taiwanese. Meanwhile, in Thailand and Malaysia, these restaurants offer fusion
Chinese cuisine.
The classic stock for Vietnamese pho is prepared with onion and beef bone soup. In Ho Chi Minh
City, crystal sugar is added to provide a sweet aftertaste. In Taiwan, the most popular varieties of pho
are Saigon-style and Hanoi-style. Both of them apply fresh herbs generously, where Hanoi-style is
presented with fresh mint and coriander, and Saigon-style with Taiwanese basil. Other ingredients
include bean sprouts, fish sauce, lemon juice and fresh chili pepper. Besides beef brisket, shredded
chicken, beef meatballs, seafood and Vietnamese-style meat slices, the unique element of pho is raw
beef. Pho is usually served with a generous helping of freshly sliced raw beef poured with hot soup,
and it’s you to decide how well cooked it is before digging in. In Taiwan, the ingredient choices of
northern and southern pho are quite different. Southern pho is mostly in sweet and spicy flavor with
rice vermicelli or thin rice noodle, beef offal, beef meatballs, and rich-flavored basil, coriander, chili
sauce, seafood sauce, fresh chili pepper and lemon; while northern pho is mostly prepared with wider
flat rice noodle, minced beef, chicken, scallion rings, rice vinegar and spicy sauce of individual
preference. Bún bò Huế is a popular variety of local shrimp paste rice vermicelli cuisine, also known
as “Vietnamese spicy seafood rice vermicelli” or “Vietnamese spicy beef rice vermicelli”. The broth is
a combination of sourness, sweetness, umami, spicy and the distinctive aroma of lemongrass. Bún bò
Huế is a bit “wilder” in taste when compared to pho. The beef brisket is marinated and then cooked
in beef bone broth until tender. The broth is usually prepared with beef bone, fermented shrimp
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paste, lemongrass and dried chili pepper. It is usually served with mint leaves, bean sprouts, lemon
and chopped water spinach. In Huế and Đà Nẵng, dồi huyết (blood sausage), giò heo (pork hock) and
pork offal are relatively common food and ingredients.
Bánh mì (Vietnamese baguette) is the heritage from the French colonial era and is widely perceived
as a part of Vietnamese cuisine; however, it is a common sight in Mainland Southeast Asia, notably
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar. The baguette is prepared with wheat flour and Vietnamese
rice flour, and the latter provides more crunchiness and less filling than its French counterpart.
Vietnamese dishes are usually served with sour sweet đồ chua (pickled daikon and carrot strips),
fresh cucumber, coriander, chili pepper, and pork offal sauce or butter, as well as assorted meat slices.
Vietnamese roll skin is in two varieties. The translucent one is for summer rolls (gỏi cuốn), the other
is made with turmeric powder and is used for Vietnamese crepes (bánh xèo). The stuffing can be
lettuce, Taiwanese basil and đồ chua. The soft skin may be filled with barbeque, beef slices, fried egg
and/or crushed peanut for even more variety.
Unlike popiah, gỏi cuốn is made with rice flour instead of wheat flour, which makes the skin gluey
to hold the lettuce and cooked meat perfectly when steamed. Best consumed with Vietnamese fish
sauce, the stuffing of gỏi cuốn may not be in as much variety. It is good for any season, and can be
served cold for refreshing tastes or deep-fried for crunchiness. With a look similar to the Taiwanese
egg pancake roll and prepared with rice flour, water and turmeric, bánh xèo is considered a delicacy
comparable to papad. Notably, Southern-style bánh xèo is different from the thinner Northern and
Central counterparts by adding coconut milk. Bánh xèo is served with pork belly fried to crispy (fried
pork lard in some regions for an even richer aroma), peeled shrimp, scallion and bean sprouts as
stuffing, and lettuce as the wrapping. With the skin being fried but remains soft due to higher fat
content, it is usually eaten with Taiwanese basil/mint leaves, fish sauce and garlic.
As for Vietnamese desserts, they much resemble Thai bobochacha and Taiwanese honey bean
shaved ice, for it may be served with sweetened beans/fruits, jelly, pudding, coconut milk or yogurt.
Nipa palm, pinto beans, jackfruit, and fresh fruit such as pineapple may also be used. Festival food is
a reflection of lifestyle, and there are even more varieties for various occasions in Vietnamese
restaurants.

Located in the east of Mainland Southeast Asia,
Vietnam is the fifteenth-most populous and the most
densely populated nation. Its two largest cities are
Ho Chi Minh City and its capital Hanoi, respectively.
The rich cultural heritage and the high divergence in
ethnicity gave birth to a multitude of culinary
varieties.
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Banqiao

Vietnamese cuisine in Banqiao District
A-Chun’s Pho Restaurant

Vietnamese cuisine in Banqiao District
Jiaxiang Vietnamese Restaurant

Coming from Southern Vietnam, Ms.

After coming to Taiwan with her office

Nguyễn has resided in Taiwan for five

worker sister, Ms. Lê started her own

years, and has maintained her good skin

Vietnamese-style restaurant in Banqiao

quality thanks to the consumption of

and worked with her daughter for more

seafood, raw beef and homeland soups.

than two decades, and is now joined by

She and her husband A-Chun meant to

her son-in-law. The refreshing

each run an eatery, but decided to focus

handmade chanh muối is best enjoyed

on the one on Shuangshi Rd.

with fresh lemon.

since the COVID-19

Cooked with

pandemic, offering

fresh chicken and

bánh mì and phở.

rich curry, she

They use large

prepares about

prawns and raw

twenty to thirty

Australian beef.

servings of

A-Chun is a cooker

chicken curry for

rather picky on ingredients, especially whether they’re

gourmets coming to

in season. For example, their bánh mì must be made

appreciate. Also a popular order, phở hải sản (seafood

with the baguette with a crispy crust and tender crumb,

pho) is prepared with prawns, pork slices, tomato and

and freshly prepared lettuce and salad as stuffing, gỏi

Vietnamese fish sauce. Bún thịt nướng (Vietnamese grilled

đu đủ is made with large boiled beef slices for the most

pork & rice noodles) is a relatively rare option in these

satisfactory bite. Unlike

restaurants: the pork is

the mildly flavored

marinated with cumin,

northern style pho with

grilled in the oven, then

bean sprouts, coriander
and basil, the southern
style is more focused on
stock and ingredients by using shrimp paste, lemon
and other ingredients of rich flavor. As the milder flavor
has become more popular, fried lard or garlic may be
added for a richer taste.

served with baked peanuts,

Info:
Contact number: 0988-652-824
0982-785-674
Address: No. 48, Sec. 3, Shuangshi Rd.,
New Taipei City
(Close to Jiangzicui Station, Bannan Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Sunday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 16:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00, 16:00-21:00

Recommended options
Phở hải sản (seafood pho), stir-fried beef pho, bánh mì, gỏi đu đủ
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Banqiao

shredded cucumber and
carrot as well as lettuce. It is
delicious and refreshing.
This signature chả giò is prepared with spring roll skin and
self-made stuffing, and is best served when freshly fried.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8951-8099
Address: No. 20, Ren'ai Rd., Banqiao Dist.,
New Taipei City
(Close to Far Eastern Memorial Hospital
Station, Bannan Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 10:00-15:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-15:00, 17:00-21:00

Recommended options
Chanh muối (salty lemonade), bún thịt nướng (Vietnamese grilled pork & rice noodles), cà ri gà bánh
mì (Vietnamese curry chicken with bun), chả giò (Vietnamese spring rolls), phở hải sản (seafood pho)
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Xinzhuang

Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Yuyun Vietnamese Restaurant
Ms. Nguyễn married Mr. Lin, a man
she met while working as a contracted
Vietnamese translator for the National
Immigration Agency to communicate
with migrant workers. Running a
restaurant fulfills her pursuit of a
balanced life.
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Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Shangyue Vietnamese
Restaurant

(Nguyễn H&Y Vietnamese Restaurant)

On weekdays, it is run
as a Vietnamese
cafeteria offering
a myriad of
Vietnamesestyle cuisines
such as cà ri gà
(Vietnamese chicken
curry), lemongrass chicken
thigh rice, fried minced meat with fish sauce to nearby
industrial areas and businesses. For those who love
Vietnamese rice vermicelli or flat rice noodle, classic
beef or sour and spicy seafood flavors are also
provided. Catering service is also offered on
weekends. Ms. Nguyễn
adds creativity to bánh
mì by cutting a loaf of
baguette into half to
provide two flavors that
are largely different
from its usual style:
pesto sauce/cheese and roasted chicken; and chả giò
hải sản (seafood spring rolls) combines the umami
taste of seafood and the aroma of spring rolls. Each of
her dishes is exquisite.

Xinzhuang

Coming from Đà Nẵng City, Central
Vietnam, Ms. Hoàng settled at Yenchao,
Kaohsiung and brought her daughter to
Taiwan for education until she received
the Master of Business Administration.
During this time, she ran a street food
stall in a Xinzhuang night market, and
later owned her own
Vietnamese-style
restaurant. Đà
Nẵng City is
best known for
pork hock, rice
vermicelli, pork
blood sausage,
with the latter
served with peanut,
cabbage and phak
phai (Vietnamese coriander)
to compliment its flavor and reduce the smell.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2998-6711
Address: No. 214, Huacheng Rd.,
Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City
(Close to Xingfu Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Sunday
Weekdays: 09:00-14:00
Weekends/Holidays: 09:00-18:00

Bánh xèo is prepared with the wrapping made from rice
flour, turmeric and water, and the stuffing of fresh pork
slices, freshly cooked
shrimp, fried shallots,
cabbage, lettuce, crushed
peanuts and đồ chua. Bánh
mì is prepared with meat
dice roasted with spices,
Vietnamese meat slices,
coriander, scallion, chili
pepper and self-made sauce. By having a helping of this
hearty meal, it’s like taking a tour of Đà Nẵng.

Info:
Contact number: 0971-456-314
0916-383-204
Address: No. 90, Zili St., Xinzhuang
Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Xingfu Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 09:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 09:00-21:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Lunch cafeteria, and sets, meal-boxes, seafood noodle on weekends

Roasted pork bánh mì, bánh xèo, assorted pork blood sausage, beef rice vermicelli
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Xinzhuang

Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Yozhan Vietnamese Restaurant

Coming from Central Vietnam, Ms.
Cao has resided in Taiwan for more than
twenty years, but her passion for her
homeland cuisine remains. In addition to
the interior in the theme of Vietnamese
streets, the sign is written with classic
Hanoi cuisine, including
chicken thigh rice,
sườn nướng
(lemongrass pork
chop) with rice,
phở xao
(stir-fried flat rice
noodle), and phở
hai san chua cay
(Vietnamese hot and
sour seafood phở), cơm
chiên tôm (shrimp fried rice).

reference from Vietnamese “ngon”, which means
delicious. She also means to make her place where
Vietnamese people share life stories with each other.
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Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Nhà hàng phương thảo có
phục vụ phòng hát

Coming from Ho Chi Minh City’s-Tỉnh
Long An region and having resided in
Taiwan for ten years, Ms. Nguyễn is a
gifted Vietnamese cook who acquired
her skills from her aunt’s restaurant in
Vietnam, and her own restaurant. As
Tỉnh Long An is a province growing
dragon fruit and rice primarily, she knew
the characteristics of rice
varieties to a
degree, and
chose the rice
of Chishang
and Taiken 9
varieties for the
best results.
Its name "Yozhan" takes

Her phở emphasizes the use of spices, quality
ingredients,
lemongrass, tamarind,
Vietnamese fish sauce
and soy sauce,
complemented by her
culinary mastery. With
the look and mature
charisma resembling
Hong Kong star Anita Mui, gourmands have visited this
“Vietnamese version star in Xinzhuang” and her
cooking.

Xinzhuang

Info:
Contact number: 02-2277-2920
Address: No. 866, Xingfu Rd., Xinzhuang
Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Taishan Station, MRT Taoyuan
Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:30-14:30, 17:30-20:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:30-14:30, 17:30-20:00

Recommended options
Bánh mì bo kho (Vietnamese baguette with sauteed beef brisket), gỏi tôm (Vietnamese seafood salad),
cà phê đá (Vietnamese iced coffee), chả giò (Vietnamese spring rolls)

Vietnamese-style pork intestine stir fry with sour
pickle is one of the notable dishes: it is prepared with
sour pickle made in the previous two years for the
sweet aftertaste, and
pork intestine boiled in
water and then in fat for
the characteristic
aroma and taste. Spicy
deep-fried chicken is
prepared with fresh
broil, shredded
cabbage and spices for the best flavor. The al dente
gỏi cuốn is prepared with thin roll skin and an
assortment of stuffing such as lettuce, cooked meat,
shrimp and rice vermicelli.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2381-1108
0922-429-333
Address: No. 5, Lane 68, Wugong Rd.,
Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City
(close to New Taipei Industrial Park Station,
MRT Taoyuan Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed as announced
Weekdays: 10:00-20:00
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-20:00

Recommended options
Vietnamese-style pork intestine stir fry with sour pickle, spicy deep-fried chicken, cơm chiên tôm (shrimp fried
rice), gỏi cuốn (Vietnamese spring rolls) and phở hai san chua cay (Vietnamese hot and sour seafood pho)
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Xinzhuang

Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Mei Tian Viet Nam

Coming from Hanoi, Ms. Lê looks
much younger than her age as she
has always been cheerful and dresses
in a youthful style. She believes that
the full support of business partners is
the key to success, and looking stylish
is one of the numerous ways to show
dedication.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2381-1108
Address: No. 7, Lane 68, Wugong Rd.,
Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City
(close to New Taipei Industrial Park Station,
MRT Taoyuan Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
11:00-22:00

Recommended options
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Vietnamese cuisine in Xinzhuang District
Hà Nội Quán Ăn Việt Nam

Ms. Đỗ and Mr. Kao were once
running numerous restaurants, one
each in Ximenting, Guandu, and even
Xinzhuang Industrial Area at the same
time, as Ms. Đỗ is an untiring
enthusiast of homeland cuisine.
Mr. Kao didn’t want his wife to stress
herself out, and decided to focus on
just one.
The most
notable is their
signature
beef rice
vermicelli
featuring beef
thigh bone broth,
beef slices, Vietnamese
sauce and onion. Canh chua cá (Vietnamese sour
fish soup) is also one of Ms. Đỗ’s signature dishes.
Unlike the conventional canh chua (Vietnamese
sour spicy soup), it starts with frying onion and
tomato for aroma, then with cucumber, pineapple,
tamarind and
Vietnamese fish sauce
for the classic taste.
Gourmets loving fish
dishes must give it a
try! Hải sản chua cay
(Vietnamese hot and
sour seafood soup) is
a banquet of the land and the sea in a pot, in which
you can find a hearty assortment of meat slices,
clam, shrimp and vegetables.

Xinzhuang

Beef rice vermicelli, hai san chua cay (Vietnamese hot and sour seafood soup),
canh chua cá (Vietnamese sour fish soup)

It goes without
saying that she’s
also showing
her passion for
work efficiency
and synergy
with coworkers.
Luncheon is a
display of reputable
Vietnamese cuisine:
cá chiên (pan-fried fish),
cà ri gà (curry chicken), thịt kho (caramelized pork
belly and eggs), tôm rim (Vietnamese caramelized
shrimp) and numerous vegetable options to provide
a balanced yet
gorgeous meal to the
workers in the
industrial area.
Besides the luncheon,
they also offer
customized orders,
such as phở bò tái
(raw beef pho), assorted stir-fried squid or thịt kho
thơm (Vietnamese caramelized pork belly and
pineapple) Tomato rice vermicelli is prepared with
whole tomatoes, tofu and meatballs for the most
delectable experience.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2299-9108
Address: No. 98, Wuquan 1st Rd.,
Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City
(close to New Taipei Industrial Park Station,
MRT Taoyuan Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Sunday
10:00-21:00

Recommended options
Luncheon (with two main dishes), phở bò tái (raw beef phở), Thai hot pot
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Luzhou

Vietnamese cuisine in Luzhou District
Memories of Stone Pot - Pho
Restaurant

11

Vietnamese cuisine in Yonghe District
Han Bing Vietnamese Restaurant
Coming from Northern Vietnam and
studying in a cooking academy for two
years, Hsiaoyun is skilled at culinary art
and runs a restaurant taking her
daughter’s name. She cooks with beef
from New Zealand, Australia and
Nicaragua. With regard to notable
options, northern style
broth is prepared
with beef thigh
bone as well
as fennel and
other spices,
while cơm
chiên tôm is
made with
freshly peeled
prawns and cooked
right before being served.
Handmade phở xào thịt bò is made with a generous helping of
vegetables, bean sprouts and bok choy, and the beef in the best
balance of tendon, lean meat and fat. The beef soup is served
with chopped onion for sweetness.

Coming from Ho Chi Minh City, Ms.
Phạm has a crush on the stone pot of
her homeland, and started her own
clay pot restaurant. Served in
heat-retaining clay pots, their pots
feature beef shank, tendon and tripe
processed separately, and the beef
bone broth cooked for
12 hours. Enjoying
this feast in this
brightly lit,
clean place is
like eating in a
stylish cafe.
The Vietnamese
clay pot is served with a
generous amount of beef, including beef shank,
tendon, tripe, and half of a dozen U.S. Prime blade
steak slices, plus vegetables and flat rice noodle. For
those who cannot finish
it in one go, they can
take out the rest and
make a hearty meal at
home. Vietnamese clay
pot curry uses not only
potato, but local sweet
potato for extra
sweetness, as well as neutered rooster as a meat
source. It is best enjoyed with a Vietnamese baguette.

Yonghe

Info:
Contact number: 02-2288-6813
Address: Lane 269, Changrong Rd.,
Luzhou Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Luzhou Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00

Unlike curry, bánh mì bò sốt
vang (baguette with beef in
red wine stew) is made to
resemble beef bourguignon,
the French beef in red wine
sauce, to show how
delectable and tender the
beef used is. The imported
Vietnamese foodstuff provides a glimpse of Vietnamese
culinary variety, complimented by the interior in the theme of
Vịnh Hạ Long.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2926-6337
0983-432-696
Address: No. 124, Yongzhen Rd.,
Yonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Market Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 11:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-21:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Vietnamese clay pot (beef/ mutton) pho, Vietnamese clay pot curry (chicken thigh/beef/mutton)

Phở xào thịt bò (stir fry beef rice vermicelli), cơm chiên tôm (prawn fried rice), beef soup
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Yonghe

Vietnamese cuisine in Yonghe District
Pao Ping Pho Restaurant
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Vietnamese cuisine in Linkou District
Pho Chi Em Hương Vị Hà Nội

Though busy running three Eight
Way restaurants in Taiwan, Mr. and
Mrs. Khang’s memories of Hanoi-style
cuisine remain vivid, and they insist on
running a pho restaurant.
The aroma of the beef broth takes
numerous spices such
as cinnamon, aged
ginger, tsaoko and
star anise. The
beef bone is
also subject to
pre-processing
by keeping in
salted vinegar
for three hours
and then twenty minutes of boiling in water to remove
odor, before it is put into the pot for eight to ten hours
of cooking. Shallots and Sichuan pepper are fried with
fennel before adding into chicken soup or sour, spicy
soup for aroma.
Notably, Hanoi-style
cuisine applies mint
leaves for a refreshing
aftertaste; hand-made
beef and crab
meatballs are either
made by the Khangs or
by manufacturing
providers in the designated style. All flat noodles and
rice vermicelli are also hand-made.

Linkou

These sisters from Hanoi married
their Taiwanese spouses and came to
run their own restaurant, with the elder
sister taking the clerk duties and the
younger managing the cooking, to
showcase the milder flavored
Hanoi-style cuisine. With seven years
of working experience in Linkou Zhen
Hao Qi boiled chicken
rice restaurant, they
gained a reputation
with the
Vietnamesestyle cuisine in
just a year. The
most notable
option on their
menu is the signature
assorted beef stir fried
rice vermicelli that features beef shank, tendon and
meatballs that have an al dente texture. They’re also one of
the few restaurants using U.S beef.

Info:
Contact number: 0915-936-396
Address: No. 49, Baoping Rd.,
Yonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Market Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour: 10:00-22:00

Recommended options
Signature beef assortment, sour and spicy assortment, gỏi tôm (seafood salad),
chả giò (Vietnamese spring rolls), coconut-kumquat juice

The phở gà with free
range chicken is also a
popular dish using selected
free range chicken
steam-cooked, seasoned
only with salt, and served
with bone broth and chicken
fat. Though not as tender as
broil, it provides a more complex texture and succulence.
Chả giò and deep-fried chicken thigh rice are also quite
popular. Cold-brew Vietnamese iced coffee prepared with
Vietnamese condensed milk and ice cubes offers the most
chilling experience.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8601-3598
Address: No. 8-1, Sec. 2, Wenhua 3rd Rd.,
Linkou Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Linkou Station, MRT Taoyuan
Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
10:30-20:30
(14:00-17:00 as off hour)

Recommended options
Zhen Hao Qi boiled chicken rice, signature assorted beef fried rice vermicelli, phở gà (free range chicken pho),
chả giò (Vietnamese spring rolls), cold brew Vietnamese iced coffee
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Xindian

Vietnamese cuisine in Xindian District
Love Quán Ăn Việt Nam

Xizhi

Vietnamese cuisine in Xizhi District
Zhen Mei Vietnamese Restaurant

Coming from Nha Trang, Central
Vietnam, Ms. Chen mastered her
culinary skill from the 20 years of
experience in her family business that
offered phở bò tái (raw beef pho). In
this small restaurant, four out of five
seasonings are imported from her
homeland. The owner’s spouse
Mr. Wang used to be
a mold artisan,
and has been
supporting the
owner for more
than a year.
The phở bò tái
(raw beef pho) offered
in Love Quán Ăn Việt Nam is milder in taste when
compared to the Northern-style but richer than Southern
style. Cooked with low heat, the Central-style broth
appears relatively clear when filtered, and gives a
refreshing smell of lemongrass discernible even from a
distance. Also, their signature thịt heo nướng sả
(lemongrass roasted pork)
with rice is a feast for both
palate and the eyes. It is
prepared by roasting pork
slices of adequate fat ratio,
Info:
seasoned with lemongrass,
Contact number: 02-8667-6388
and served with steamed
Address: No. 125-1, Minquan Rd.,
Vietnamese rice. Bánh mì
Xindian Dist., New Taipei City
(Vietnamese baguette) with trứng chiên rau củ (fried eggs (close to Dapinglin Station, Songshan-Xindian
and vegetables) is a brunch option not inferior to cà ri gà Line; Shisizhang Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
(curry chicken).
Weekdays: 08:00-22:00

With the culinary mastery
convincingly gifted and nourished by
her mother during her years working in
a restaurant based in Southern
Vietnam, Ms. Lê started her own
business in Taiwan nearly a decade
ago, and has run the current one for
about four years. The broth of Zhen
Mei Vietnamese
Restaurant is
prepared by
cooking beef
thigh bones for
a whole day
for a rich taste.
She insists on
preparing a serving
of cơm chiên hải sản at
a time for the best heating effect, with the shrimp peeled
and deveined by herself. For thịt heo nướng sả
(lemongrass roasted pork) to be served with rice, the pork
is marinated overnight
before pan frying to highlight
the aroma of lemongrass.
The signature Vietnamese
beef soup with beef
meatballs features beef
slices and beef meatballs
for texture variety. Theirs
are among the most popular
foods in Xizhi Zhongxing Night Market.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8693-1556
Address: No. 254, Fude 1st Rd. Xizhi Dist.,
New Taipei City
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
10:30-22:00

Weekends/Holidays: 08:00-22:00
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Recommended options

Recommended options

Phở bò tái (raw beef pho), thịt heo nướng sả (lemongrass roasted pork) with rice, bánh mì (Vietnamese
baguette) with trứng chiên rau củ (fried eggs and vegetables), chả giò (fried Vietnamese spring rolls)

Bún chả giò (fried Vietnamese spring rolls and rice vermicelli), cơm chiên hải sản (Vietnamese seafood fried
rice), Vietnamese beef soup with beef meatballs
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Xizhi

Vietnamese cuisine in Xizhi District
Pei Qing Vietnamese Restaurant

Coming from Saigon, Ms. Đỗ is a
fine lady who learned unique pho broth
from an old chef, one of her friends’
fathers that had 50 years of chef
experience and worked in a five-star
ship hotel. The broth is prepared by
boiling beef bone, chicken feet, chicken
wings, chicken bone and
spices for 12-14 hours,
then sitting
overnight for a
richer flavor.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2641-2420
Address: No. 30, Lane 57, Jiancheng Rd.
Xizhi Dist., New Taipei City
(close to TRA Xizhi Station,
Cathay General Hospital Sijhih Branch
Emergency Room)
Business Hours: 11:00-20:00

Recommended options
Assorted pho (with pork heart/liver), bún riêu, heibai qie (tofu, pork heart, diaphragm and belly)
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Vietnamese cuisine in Sanxia District
Quán Ăn Sài Gòn

Coming from Hanoi, Northern
Vietnam, Ms. Nguyễn has run her
Vietnamese-style restaurant “Pei
Ching” with her husband and son for
years. For this eating place in the lane,
she has to offer the best quality to
persuade potential customers.
Notably, the base broth is prepared
from early in the
morning using pork
thigh bone and
tomato and is
used to prepare
bún riêu by
adding
Vietnamese crab
paste. Braised pork
hock is cooked with quality pork ingredients, crystal
sugar and soy sauce. Though generous investment in
ingredients results in very limited profit, she insists on
such a philosophy.
Other than the broth, “heibai qie” is also one of the
featured dishes: pork liver,
heart, diaphragm and tofu
are boiled in pork thigh
broth, then served with an
unique Vietnamese sauce
and spicy sauce. Their
assorted pho, containing all
these good ingredients such
as pork liver, heart, diaphragm and slices, is offered at an
unbelievably affordable price.

Sanxia

Their
signature
deluxe phở bò,
served with raw
beef, beef shank,
handmade pork
“gong wan” meatballs for a myriad of pork and beef
texture, is a preferred dish of gourmets. Phở xào hải sản
(stir fried seafood phở) is cooked in Saigon-style, and the
assorted seafood is popular among the staff and students
of National Taipei
University, Sanxia. Coconut
taro is one of the
Saigon-style desserts with
cooked firm Dajia taro,
maize and handmade
crème caramel in
Vietnamese coconut milk.
The crème caramel is slightly salted for a twist. After the
meal, it’s recommended to have Vietnamese iced coffee
as a refreshing drink.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2673-6633
Address: No. 30, Daguan Rd., Sanxia Dist.,
New Taipei City
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:30, 17:00-20:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:30,
17:00-20:30

Recommended options
Signature deluxe phở bò, phở xào hải sản (stir fried seafood pho), Vietnamese green papaya salad, coconut taro,
Vietnamese pudding, cold brew Vietnamese iced coffee
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Yingge

Vietnamese cuisine in Yingge District
Hong Mei Vietnamese Restaurant

Vietnamese cuisine in Tamsui District
Tai Viet Restaurant
Came to Taiwan upon married to a
Taiwanese spouse, Ms. Nguyễn is
interested in running a catering
service, and her Tai Viet Restaurant
has been operating as a
semi-cafeteria, where foodstuff
imported from Vietnamese is also
presented. As the sole chef and
innovator of the
restaurant, she
works with her
husband, and
her sister
coming to help
on school
off-days. Her
restaurant is
popular among
Tamkang University students.

Coming from Southern Vietnam, Hong
Mei started her restaurant on Nanya
Road of now Yingge District less than
ten years ago. Her shrimp fried rice is
cooked with Vietnamese soy sauce and
Taiwanese shacha sauce, as well as
fresh shrimp peeled by herself. The
signature assorted beef pho features
beef shank, tripe,
slices and tendon
(beef meatballs
have been
replaced with
fresh beef since
the COVID-19
pandemic), and
the beef bone broth
is cooked for twelve hours for a rich taste. Also a
popular dish, her assorted stir fry is cooked with fresh
cabbage, carrot, pork slices, cuttlefish and shrimp, and
is good with rice or noodles.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2678-5035
Address: No. 426, Nanya Rd. Yingge Dist.,
New Taipei City
(close to TRA Yingge Station)
Business Hours: Closed on Tuesday
09:00-20:00

Recommended options
Signature assorted beef pho, assorted stir fry, cơm chiên tôm (shrimp fried rice)
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Tamsui

Their Vietnamese-style moon shrimp cake differs by
wrapping the cake paste
with Vietnamese rice paper
for characteristic texture;
while roasted chicken thigh
rice is prepared with freshly
slaughtered chicken
seasoned with spices such
as lemongrass and pepper.
Their hủ tiếu hải sản is a unique Vietnamese-style cuisine
offering handmade noodles, a choice other than rice
vermicelli or flat noodle. The broth is cooked with tomato
for a refreshing taste, and served with pork slices, clam
and shrimp for a multi-layered texture. Soup lovers would
not want to miss out on their refillable soup of the day.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2625-3584
Address: No. 24, Lane 113, Dazhong St.,
Tamsui Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Tamsui Station, Tamsui-Xinyi Line)
Business Hour: Closed on Friday
Weekdays: 11:00-20:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-20:30

Recommended options
Moon shrimp cake, hủ tiếu hải sản (sour spicy seafood noodle), soup of the day (free access),
Vietnamese roasted chicken thigh rice
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Kinshan

Vietnamese cuisine in Kinshan District
Jinshan Hà Nội Quán Ăn Việt Nam
Coming from Đồng Nai province,
Vietnam, Ms. KAI, HUANG-YING used to
be a chef and masters spice-based cuisine
for her homeland producing coffee, cashew
and black pepper. For example, her bún
bò Huế is stir-fried with shrimp paste for
aroma, and the handmade gà bó xôi
requires a reservation. Their restaurant
has run for five years, and it
takes some luck to
get a seat.
Gà bó xôi,
the dish for a
hearty feast, is
prepared by
having a free-range
hen (weighing three
taels) marinated and roasted with five-spice seasoning,
then wrapped in glutinous rice and deep fried until a crust
is formed. The crust with the aroma of chicken fat is also
one of the classic tastes. Vietnamese chả giò is prepared
with clear glutinous rice
spring roll skin and a myriad
of ingredients (typically
bean sprout and glass
noodle, lettuce, fish sauce
and garlic), made into neat
rolls and deep fried. It is
best served with a special
sauce. Feel free to enjoy the assorted fried tofu using
handmade stock, and the farm-raised striped bass is free
of earth taste.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2498-4712
Address: No. 39, Huanjin Rd.,
Jinshan Dist., New Taipei City
Business Hours: Closed on Wednesday
Weekdays: 11:00-15:00, 17:00-20:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-15:00,
17:00-20:00

Recommended options
Gà bó xôi, bánh xèo, Vietnamese assorted salad, bobochacha, Hanoi-style assorted fried tofu
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Thai Festival Foods and
Culture Trending
Since their arrival to Taiwan in 1960s, Thai and Burmese Chinese have contributed greatly to the diversity
of catering services. In the half a century that Taiwanese had Thai cuisine as part of their daily life,
variations and adjustments have been made to adapt to economic development and popular trending thanks
to the high adaptability and flexibility of Taiwanese culinary culture. A considerable amount of restaurants
offer Thai-style sets around New Year. Most of these sets include Thai-style steamed fish with lemon and
garlic (as a Chinese pun for “surplus"), braised pork hock for its appealing look, chicken, beef and seafood
curry for its palatability, and moon shrimp cake for its resemblance to wealth.
These variants of Thai-style cuisine sparked new interest and even
became a new trend in Thailand. Taking Thai-style gold coin shrimp cake
as example, it is originally prepared by wrapping round-shaped deep-fried
shrimp cake paste with two pieces of spring roll skin to make it like coins.
The new immigrants made a variant by making larger cake pieces
resembling a full moon that is cut into slices for easier consumption. It
gained popularity for its appealing taste and concept, then became even more popular than its original form.
With regard to the changes in Thai cuisine, an increasing number of migrant workers and spouses in 1990s
led to the transition of Thai-style cuisine into a more diverse and innovative division of culinary art, as
shown by the dietary routine of common and rural people. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Thai
authorities launched a program to facilitate the globalization of cultural innovation, and in Taiwan, “Thai
Select” has been running satisfactorily and has even been certified by Thailand authorities. These exquisite
Thai-style restaurants offer Taiwanese the best impression of Thai cuisine without taking a flight.
The conventional tourism industry has gradually developed into customized, free-style backpacker
experience as preferred by the Y generation in Taiwan. With such personal adventure becoming a trend in
the last decade, the ecosystem of catering service has gained much diversity: Some went to Thailand to gain
insight into local cuisine or street foods, and reproduce them in Taiwan. The culinary delights of common
people later became the basis of Taiwanese-Thai fusion cuisine. Notably, Thai-style milk tea, boat noodle,
flat rice noodle, Thai-style pork hock rice, banana pancake, Racha Kanom Tokyo, fried breadsticks and
more have become the opportunities for starting a business. In recent years, numerous chain
Thailand-based catering brands have entered Taiwan due to increased global awareness of Asian catering
service (the Awards of Asia’s fifty Best Restaurants and Michelin star-rating), cross-border funding,
vigorous overseas expansion of notable local businesses, and overall welcoming attitude of this market of
potential. This facilitates the exchange of Taiwanese and Thai dining culture, and improves the overall
quality and visibility of Thai cuisine in Taiwan.

New immigrant-owned Thai restaurants in Taiwan are focused on affordability and/or chain branding.
This does not mean the end of conventional Thai catering service, but shows the complexity of this
ecosystem. With exploration of the immigrant-owned Thai-Burmese restaurants over New Taipei City, you
can find local cuisine faithfully reproduced by dedicated Thai chefs. Before placing your order, make sure to
look out for the “Thai Select” certification for the original and fusion cuisine best fit your taste.
By going into the industrial area, you may also find smaller restaurants
with migrant workers as their main customers. As most of these workers
Coming from Isan, or Northeastern Thailand, gourmets seeking regional
cuisine may indulge in the diverse culinary enjoyment these migrant
spouses or Thai chefs have to offer.

Thailand, historically known as Siam, is located
in central Mainland Southeast Asia. After World
War II, it underwent rapid economic
development and became the second-largest
Southeast Asian economic entity. It is also one
of the most popular tourist destinations for its
rich historical and cultural heritage, as well as
sightseeing and culinary attractions.

Banqiao

Thai cuisine in Banqiao District
Yunzhu 98 Yunnan
Thai-Burmese Restaurant

Banqiao

Thai cuisine in Banqiao District
Tai Jing Jing Thai Restaurant
Coming from Lashio, Myanmar, to
study and work part-time, Mr. Yin has
stayed in Tai Ping Tien Kuo (Thai
restaurant) and Muo Zai Yang (mutton
pot restaurant) to obtain his culinary
skills, so he has a lot of experience in
heat control. He took ownership of Tai
Jin Jin just half a year ago,
and with his aunt’s
support, they’ve
won popularity
among
gourmets.

Coming from Myitkyina, Myanmar, Mr.
Kuo has run his restaurant in front of
TRA Banqiao Station for seventeen
years, and even had a branch on Anhe
Road, Taipei City. Stir-fried bitter gourd
and shredded pork in Yunnan bean
sauce or bamboo shoots are among
his most notable
Yunnan cuisine.
The sauce used
is prepared and
left to age for
half a year.
For bamboo
shoots, it is
shredded and
fermented with chili pepper, and used
to stir fry with vegetables or shredded
pork for a richer flavor.
Bamboo shoot beef brisket soup is one of the best
slow-cooked soup where
beef brisket is boiled, cooled
then cooked with bamboo
shoot in the soup. Rice
noodle stew with shrimp is
made in hot and sour, the
Info:
classic Thai-style; stir-fried
Contact number: 02-2965-7098
bitter gourd in Yunnan bean sauce is a delight to taste
Address: No. 177-1, Wenhua Rd.,
buds with bitterness and the sweet aftertaste of the bitter
Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City
gourd and the rich aroma of fermented Yunnan bean
(Close to Banqiao Station, Bannan Line)
sauce. Eating in these Thai-style relief carvings provides a Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:30-14:00, 17:00-21:00
more visceral dining experience.

This relatively
small but
industrious
restaurant offers
Taiwanese-style Pad Kra Pow Moo by using Taiwanese
basil and Thai holy basil in equal amounts for a balanced
taste. Thai spicy stir-fried shrimp is cooked with bird’s eye
chili and fish sauce. The
shrimp fried rice is cooked
by mixing plain fried rice
with shrimp paste, as well
as egg floss, fried onion and
the sauce imported from
Thailand. Stir-fried cabbage
is provided in the styles of
shrimp paste, Yunnan bean
sauce and spicy. More importantly, they offer these at
affordable prices and do not charge a service fee.

Weekends/Holidays: 11:30-14:00,
17:00-21:00

Recommended options
Bamboo shoot beef brisket soup, Rice noodle stew with shrimp, stir-fried bitter gourd in Yunnan bean sauce
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Info:
Contact number: 02-8258-1339
Address: No. 18, Sec. 2, Shuangshi Rd.,
Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City
(Close to Xinpu Station, Bannan Line)
Business Hour:
11:30-14:00
17:00-20:30

Recommended options
Pad Kra Pow Moo (Thai basil chili minced pork), spicy stir-fried water spinach, shrimp fried rice,
Thai spicy fried shrimp
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Luzhou

Thai cuisine in Luzhou District

Thai cuisine in Luzhou District

Tai Fang Thai Restaurant

Tai Yang Thai Restaurant

Coming from the rural area of
Southern Thailand, Ms. Wu and her
husband started their business as a
street food stall, and later ran their
own restaurant. With their son being a
major in recreation management, they
mean to have him carry on the
business. Prepared Thai-style foods
back in her homeland,
Ms. Wu insists on
the use of fresh
seafood
ingredients.
Hot and sour
raw shrimp, or
kung chae nampla,
is prepared with freshly
peeled shrimp. With literally all seats taken at prime hours,
they sometimes need to process two hundred in a day.
The red beef curry offered by Tai Fan features the
spiciness and complexity of curry, and beef slices in a
good balance of lean
meat and fat. Thai pork
belly cabbage stir fry
gives the taste of wild
boar meat. It is prepared
by having pork belly
deep fried to al dente,
then stir fry with
Thai sauce and cabbage, and usually goes with booze.
Thai cuisine demands fresh ingredients, and their curry
leaves, lemongrass and Thai holy basil are from contracted
suppliers. Ms. Wu’s mastery over heating control is
displayed by Pad See Ew, or Thai stir-fried flat rice noodles.
Thai milk green tea is also one of the favorite orders.
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Luzhou

Coming from Santikhiri (Mae
Salong), North Thailand, Mr. Kuo and
his wife mastered Thai cuisine by
learning from his uncle. He worked in
his brother’s “Tai Ding” in the Eastern
District of Taipei City to offer an
on-order Thai-style cafeteria for years,
before running Tai Yang on his own
and presenting the
classic tastes to
gourmets.
Yunnan
pepper chicken
is marinated
before deep
frying at a suitable
temperature, then
served with shredded
cabbage, coriander and chili sauce. Pad Mee (Thai fried
rice vermicelli) is cooked with Thai-style ingredients and
Thai-style sauce, then stir fry with rice vermicelli and have
the broth thickened before being served as a standalone
dish or with steamed rice.
The rich-flavored green pork
curry is also a notable one
on the menu.

Info:

Info:

Contact number: 02-2288-1529
Address: No. 1, Guangfu Rd.,
Luzhou Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Luzhou Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00

Contact number: 02-2285-9888
Address: No. 532, Minzu Rd.,
Luzhou Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Luzhou Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
11:00-14:00
19:00-20:30

Recommended options

Recommended options

Red beef curry, Pad See Ew (Thai stir-fried flat rice noodle), Thai milk green tea, Thai pork belly and cabbage stir fry

Yunnan pepper fried chicken, green pork curry, Pad Mee (Thai fried rice vermicelli)
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Thai cuisine in Sanchong District

Sanchong

Siamese Kitchen
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Thai cuisine in Yonghe District
Halal Thai Kitchen

Coming from Santikhiri (Mae
Salong), Northern Thailand, Mr.
Lo acquired a diploma in catering
management before returning to
Bangkok to learn Thai-style
sauce-based cooking. He masters
Thai-style cuisine and has worked as
the chef in Tai Mei, a famous
Thai-style restaurant
on Dongfeng
Street, Taipei
City. He is
skilled at
sauce-based
Thai-style dishes.
His signature Pad
Krapao Talay (seafood Thai holy basil stir fry) features
scallop, bell pepper, cuttlefish and unpeeled shrimp well
blended with Thai holy basil. As a classic Thai dish, Khai
Luk Khey (son-in-law eggs) is associated with Thai
tradition where these eggs are presented by the lady’s
mother to her daughter’s Mr. Right as a token of
goodwill. Soft-boiled egg
is deep fried to brownish,
then stir fried with minced
meat, shrimp, onion, and
dried shrimp. It is said
that delicious food is a good persuasion. Thai crispy fried
fish with tamarind sauce, also a notable dish of Siamese
Kitchen, is prepared with canned tamarind and fresh fish,
and the spicy fried egg tofu is also a good replacement
for its fish counterpart.

Yonghe

Coming from Chiang Mai, Thailand,
the Zhang sisters are Muslims of
Uyghur origin that carry out their
mother’s will to run a catering
business. Using only Halal-certified
livestock ingredients, their most
notable dishes include handmade
Thai-style fish cake containing
swordfish paste and
yard-long bean,
“Paw Pia Tod”
with potato and
rice noodle
stuffing, and
Northern Thai
potato cake with
curry stuffing

Info:
Contact number: 02-2982-0363
Address: No. 15, Datong N. Rd.,
Sanchong Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Taipei Bridge Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:30, 17:00-21:30

Signature chicken
thigh and basmati is prepared using selected spices
from India, Hungary and Thailand, pan-fried chicken
thigh giving dripped fat onto the rice. Tom Yum ramen
uses rich sour spicy soup with a trace of sweetness,
and combined with
handmade ramen
noodles and fresh
shrimp. Their Thai-style
milk tea is prepared with
Hindi tea and Thai tea in
equal proportion, but in
very limited supply.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2924-8655
Address: No. 92, Zhongxing Rd.,
Yonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Dingxi Station, Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00,
17:00-21:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Pad Krapao Talay (seafood Thai holy basil stir fry), Khai Luk Khey (son-in-law eggs), Thai crispy fried fish
with tamarind sauce, spicy fried tofu, Thai five-star popsicle, Tom Yum rice noodle

Signature chicken thigh and Basmati rice, Tom Yum ramen, Thai-style milk tea, tamarind drink, Thai-style snack
combination (Tod Mun Pla/Thai-style fish cake, Paw Pia Tod/crispy spring rolls, Northern Thai potato cake)
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Yonghe

Thai cuisine in Yonghe District
Tai Bei Jin Kuo Thai Restaurant

From a Yunnan family who moved
to Mandalay, Myanmar, then to
Taiwan, Mr. Yin is skilled in
Yunnan-Thai cuisine and presents
them in a Burmese twist, notably the
combination of Thai-style and
Hindi-style curry. Now running two
Thai-style restaurants, “Tai Shih Jie”
in Banqiao with his
wife, both of them
are proficient
Thai cuisine
chefs.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2926-3384
Address: No. 385, Fuhe Rd., Yonghe Dist.,
New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Market Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Wednesday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-22:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-22:00

Recommended options
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Thai cuisine in Yonghe District
Yi Kuo Thai Restaurant

Coming from Yangon, Myanmar, Ms.
Du and her brother worked part-time as
a tourism major in Chinese Cultural
University. Her brother learned the
preparation of Thai cuisine while
working at the Thai restaurant “The
Top”, then founded their own Northern
Thai-style restaurant six years ago.
With the chili paste
from Thailand, the
original Thai
flavor is
recreated in
their “Tai Bai
Jin Kuo,” and
yet they soon
found the sour spicy
taste did not find a wide audience and replaced it with
the sweet Thai flavor welcomed by Taiwanese gourmets.
Unlike most restaurants that use soft shell crab, they
cook crab rice noodle stew with red-spotted swimming
crab and Thai-style
sauce. For other notable
dishes such as gold coin
shrimp cake and
Northern Thai potato
cake, the prior is made
into the shape of a gold
coin, coated, then deep fried to golden yellow, and the
latter mashed potato mixed with curry spices then deep
fried and made into a triangular shape. They also offer
more special Yunnan-Thai dishes such as Yunnan-style
Hainan chicken and Larb Kua (Northern Thai spicy
minced pork).

Yonghe

Crab rice noodle stew, Northern Thai spicy minced pork, Yunnan-style Hainan chicken, gold coin shrimp cake,
Northern Thai potato cake

Yunnan
stir-fried pork,
one of the classic
dishes in their
routine diet, is a dish
originally cooked with Xuanwei ham and pork belly,
and pork blade shoulder with potato, black fungus and
chili pepper. Their Thai-style sour spicy chicken is
presented as the Yunnan-Thai fusion variant, with
optimal heating that
gives the spicy chicken
flavor. Cooking spicy
stir-fried eggplant is a
test for chefs. To
preserve its color and
give the most alluring
aroma, many chefs
choose to quickly stir fry with oil then with bean sauce
and chili pepper.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2927-0007
Address: 1F, No. 7, Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.,
Yonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Dingxi Station, Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00

Recommended options
Thai-style sour spicy chicken, spicy eggplant stir-fry, Yunnan-style sauteed pork, rambutan fruits ice
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Yonghe

Thai cuisine in Yonghe District
Chuan Thai Restaurant
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Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Tai Bei Cuisine
(He Ping Restaurant)

Mr. Hsu, whose grandparents are of
Thai-Burmese origin, started his life as
a chef after finishing a mechanical
course in a five-year junior college
program. He sought a five-year
apprenticeship under a Thai chefess
working on Mekong, and by now, has
run his own restaurant for 20 years.
Located in Yonghe
District, Chuan Thai
Restaurant has
seven years of
history and
features
Thai-style and
Sichuan-style
cuisine to satisfy a
relatively wide audience.
The availability of Thai holy basil-based recipes in
three meat options (chicken, beef and pork) shows their
mastery of this style. Notably, Australian and New
Zealand beef is cooked with selected herbs and spices
to provide the loved taste.
Also one of the exquisite
dishes, their Thai seafood
tofu stew is prepared with
Thai spices in halved
amount, and the other
half is replaced with
Sichuan-style bean sauce
and the umami taste of seafood. Thai-style shrimp
omelette, or Kai Jeow Goong, is prepared by pan-frying
minced shrimp made cohesive and egg, and served with
chili for even better taste.

Zhonghe

This new immigrant couple from
Lashio, Northern Myanmar, has run
Northern Thai-style restaurants in
Shuanghe and Yonghe for thirteen
years, with chicken curry and Laab
Muu being the most notable. They also
use spices imported from Thailand,
notably the hot spicy
chili sauce and holy
basil paste from
local suppliers.
The prior is the
chili sauce used
for stir-fried
seafood- or
meat-based dishes,
while the latter is
used for Yunnan-style
pepper chicken.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2943-8548
Address: No. 64, Zhongzheng Rd.,
Yonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour:
Weekdays: 11:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-21:00

Like stir-fried wild boar meat, Laab Muu is made by
processing pork belly with Northern Thai-style marinade
and then cooked to al dente. Though not diverse as
Bangkok cuisine,
Northern Thai foods are
milder in taste and more
focused on the nature of
ingredients. For example,
the potato used is firm
and waxy to go well with
the curry, and the use of
aromatic plant matter such as lemongrass, galangal and
parsley for a richer flavor.

Recommended options

Recommended options

Thai-style seafood tofu, Thai basil beef, Thai-style shrimp omelette

Laab Muu (Northern Thai grilled pork), chicken curry, bobochacha

Info:
Contact number: 02-8923-1689
Address: No. 454, Zhonghe Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Market Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour:
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-21:00
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Zhonghe

Thai/Yunnan cuisine in Zhonghe District
Cousin Classic Thai Restaurant

Coming from Yangon and Myitkyina,
Myanmar, respectively, Ms. Zhang and
her husband have been running their
own catering businesses of Italian
cuisine and Taiwanese beef noodle for
more than twenty years and achieved
much success, allowing
them to stay in Japan
and Thailand for
years to learn
local cuisine,
and help their
daughters
finish their
education and
become air
attendants. Upon
learning Thai-style fusion
cuisine, they have one-third of the sauces imported from
Thailand, and use lemongrass, galangal and lemon leaves
from Taiwan for all their three Thai-style restaurants.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8668-2755
Address: No. 84, Sec. 2, Xingnan Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour:
Weekdays: 11:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-21:00

Recommended options
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Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Yun Xiang Dian-Thai-Burmese
Restaurant

A pair of cousins from
Yunnan-Myanmar assumed chef
positions of Thai restaurants “Xin Tai
Cheng” in Minsheng Community and
“Xin Man Gu” in Zhongxiao Business
District, until they went out to run their
own business in Zhonghe. Skilled at
heat control, they make Thai-style
dishes to a top-class
level. For example,
spicy eggplant
stir fry is cooked
with strong heat
but done with
perfect glazing
before stir-frying
with bean sauce and
garlic. Signature curry shrimp prepared by cooking
freshly peeled shrimp with egg and curry using soft
stir-frying technique for the delightful spicy aroma.
For this restaurant crowded at prime hours, the notable
dishes include moon shrimp cake. The spicy one uses the
facing heaven chili pepper
from Indonesia and not
recommended to those
that are not the most
enthusiastic chili pepper
lovers. The plum dipping
sauce is appreciated by
“insiders”. A reservation is strongly suggested to avoid a
long waiting time.

Zhonghe

Shrimp curry, spicy moon cake, spicy eggplant stir fry, black glutinous rice with coconut milk
(only available with sets)

Assorted tofu soup is a
characteristic Thai-Burmese
dish featuring Southeast
Asian spices and sour
papaya, which is unique to
the Thai-Burmese region. It
gives a trace of fungal
aroma and blends well with
egg tofu and vegetables. Their Thai-style stir-fried flat rice
noodle is cooked with handmade flat rice noodle that
easily carries the aroma of seafood, pork and egg drops.

Info:
Contact number: 02-82268282
Address: No. 158, Yuanshan Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Qiaohe Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-20:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00,
17:00-20:30

Recommended options
Spicy string bean stir fry, Thai-style stir-fried flat rice noodles, curry shrimp, assorted tofu soup, bobochacha
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Zhonghe

Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Yuan Tai Thai Restaurant

Coming from Chiang Rai, Thailand,
Ms. Li worked part-time at a new Taipei
branch of Bangkok restaurant “S&P”
while studying English in Taipei. She
soon mastered Thai cuisine and started
her own investment as a vice chef, and
now serves as the translator for Thai
migrant workers. When
compared to
Bangkok-style,
Chiang Rai
cuisine uses
salt and chili
pepper more
liberally.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2221-0651
Address: No. 113, Xinsheng St.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Qiaohe Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Tuesday
Weekdays: 11:00-14:00, 17:00-20:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-14:00,
17:00-20:30

Recommended options
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Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Tai Long Thai Restaurant

Coming from Santikhiri (Mae
Salong), Northern Thailand, Mr. Zhu
has resided in Taiwan for more than
twenty years and started working in the
kitchen after high school. He now
works in Taiwan to develop the market
of Thai-style cuisine, and owns Thai
restaurants “Yuan Tai” in Banqiao,
Zhonghe and Sanchong
with his brother,
while his wife
stays in
Thailand to
work on the
wholesales and
logistics of v
egetables and fruits
for Thai kitchen. He also contributed to
the training of numerous new chefs.
As a talented chili-loving chef himself, Zhu is the
mentor of numerous Thai chefs now working in New
Taipei City. He’s known for
not following a defined
model for too long, and
changes the menu about
once every half a year,
notably the unique spicy
beef/pork/chicken stir-fry.
For Pad Krapao Talay, he replaces Thai holy basil with
the Taiwanese variant for a milder taste; Yam Khai Dao
(Thai fried egg salad) is prepared by boiling fresh eggs
with firm yolk in oil and then blended with specially made
Thai-style sauce. Used in his three restaurants, his
handmade shrimp paste is good for stir-fry kale.

Zhonghe

Thai-style spicy beef stir fry (moderately spicy), Yam Khai Dao (Thai fried egg salad), stir fry kale with
shrimp paste, Pad Krapao Talay, eggplant stir fry with bean sauce

Upon learning
that this heavy taste
is not common in the
Taiwanese diet, adaptations were made to fit popular
preference. Pineapple fried rice is well heated for aroma
and complemented by curry, egg and sausage, and crispy
sour spicy fish is prepared
with deep-fried freshwater
perch and sour spicy sauce.
With her catering business,
she made enough profit to
cover her brother’s and
sister’s expenses until they
acquired their college
degree. Shrimp rice noodle stew also shows her culinary
mastery: the stew is cooked with Thai-style sauce and
black pepper, and served in clay pots. It is one of the most
popular foreign foods in New Taipei City.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2959-1788
Address: No. 470, Yuanshan Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Zhongyuan Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 10:00-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-14:00,
17:00-21:00

Recommended options
Crispy sour spicy fish, pineapple fried rice, shrimp rice noodle stew
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Zhonghe

Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Tai Ke Ai

Recommended options
Khao Phad Kung, Tom Yum, Pad Thai, Thai-style (green) milk tea
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Thai cuisine in Zhonghe District
Xing Yi Cafeteria

As a compound restaurant of street
foods, sweets and groceries, Tai Ke
Ai is run by Ms. Zhou, a fine lady who
gave birth to her daughter in her
forties. Though refurbished, this shop
still gives the warmth of a home that
allows the guests to enjoy the food to
the fullest. They even offer coconut
and durian candies for
different tastes.
The candies
can be
purchased
and given as
a gift.
Ms. Zhou offers
counseling for the use of Thai-style sauces, and later
makes the Thai cuisine herself. The lemongrass,
galangal and lemon leaves used for Tom Yum Goong
are freshly delivered from Yunlin. For Khao Phad
Kung, or shrimp fried rice, you may enjoy it in the
restaurant, then
reproduce it at home
with the shrimp paste
bought here. Pad Thai,
or Thai-style fried rice
noodle, is cooked with
tamarind, shrimp and
fish sauce for its
promising palatability.

Zhonghe

A previous chef in Ying Yu, Mr. Chen
left the restaurant owned by his uncle
years later as suggested and started
his own business in Banqiao. His
handmade moon shrimp cake is the
most popular dish. Since the COVID-19
pandemic, he has been working with
the industrial park to provide
meals with chicken stir
fry with bamboo
shoot, Thai-style
chicken curry,
basil meat stir
fry and/or
Yunnan spicy
chicken.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2947-9128
Address: No. 3, Alley 15, Lane 25,
Dayong St., Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Jingping Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Sunday
11:00-14:00
17:00-20:00

Their Thai-style
chicken curry, cooked
with freshly slaughtered chicken and rich curry, for the
charming texture and aroma. Bamboo shoot and chicken
stir-fry, cooked with ma bamboo shoot and sliced chicken,
goes well with steamed Thai rice, which is yet another
feature of this seemingly
small eatery for street
snacks. Besides all these
affordable offers, you can
also try their Thai-style milk
tea for a full Thai course.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8226-5526
0937-948-098
Address: Building D, No. 20-2, Jianba Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Zhonghe Station, Circular Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Tuesday
11:00-13:30

Recommended options
chicken stir fry with bamboo shoot, Thai chicken curry, basil meat stir fry, Yunnan spicy chicken (set),
steamed rice (free for eating in the restaurant), Thai-style milk tea
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Xindian

Thai cuisine in Sanzhi District

Thai-Burmese cuisine in Xindian District

Mi Cheng Yunnan-Thai Restaurant

Tai Ji Cheng

Coming from Myitkyina, Myanmar,
Mr. Chiang loves Taiwan and
managed to work part-time in
“Yunnan Hsiao Zhen” while on his
way to a law major, and chose the
way of chef after graduation,
mastering Thai, Burmese and Yunnan
cuisine.
This restaurant
“Micheng”,
taking reference
from his
homeland
Myitkyina,
offers Tom Yum
Goong (sour spicy
seafood soup), Yunnan
spicy chicken, Pad Kra Pow Moo and bobochacha,
and is currently supported by Burmese fellows.
Chiang’s Thai cuisine is much focused on soup
making. For example, lemongrass, galangal and
lemons are essential for sour spicy soup. This Thai
restaurant features the 1.5-cm thick moon shrimp cake
as an appetizing
signature dish, Pad Kra
Pow Moo cooked with
the pork in ideal ratio of
lean meat and fat for the
best texture, and
bobochacha for the true
Thai taste.
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Xindian

Coming from Myitkyina, Myanmar,
Mr. Chien and his wife have run their
Thai restaurant in Xindian for more
than seventeen years because it’s
close to the HTC headquarters. Their
tom yum shrimp stir-fry was
presented in the state banquets at the
inauguration of presidents Ma
and Tsai.

Info:
Contact number: 02-8665-5028
Address: No. 65, Zhonghua Rd.,
Xindian Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Xindian District Office Station,
Songshan-Xindian Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Wednesday
Weekdays: 10:00-14:00, 17:00-20:00
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-14:00, 17:00-20:00

It takes the idea
from yam kung
ten, and is
adjusted to
white shrimp
freshly peeled,
pan-fried with
mild heat and given
with sour spicy taste. As one of their notable homeland
cuisine, Burmese fried glass noodle is cooked with
local glass noodle, fish sauce, Burmese flavoring and
moderate heating. Its aroma of fried egg and pork is
divine. They offer affordable lunch meals with spicy
chicken, and chicken
curry, to Pad Kra Pow
Moo. As the flavor of
Thai holy basil can be
too rich for some, they
replaced it with
Taiwanese basil and it
worked out
miraculously.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2910-0529
Address: No. 28, Sec. 3, Beixin Rd.,
Xindian Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Dapinglin Station,
Songshan-Xindian Line)
Business Hour:
11:00-14:00
17:00-21:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Moon shrimp cake, Yunnan spicy chicken, Tom Yum Goong, bobochacha, Pad Kra Pow Moo

Tom yum shrimp stir-fry, Burmese glass noodle stir fry, Pad Kra Pow Moo
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Xindian

Thai cuisine in Sanzhi District

Thai cuisine in Sanzhi District

Gong Yen Restaurant

Yun Shan Fang Yunnan-Thai Delicacy Restaurant

Mr. Zhang and his wife were born
and grew up in Dali, Yunnan, later
moved from Myitkyina, Myanmar to
Taiwan. He served as the chef in Thai
restaurant “Yun Hsiang” in Kenting
and “Yunnan Hsiao Zhen” in
Gongguan. For the special evening
feast “Jin-Po-Chu” in Dali, Yunnan,
a reservation needs to
be made three
days in advance.
In addition to
the salad being
made with the
beneficial herb
houttuynia, they
also offer rarer dishes
such as Yunnan cured beef. A full set
for eight to ten is about NT$4,000.
In Mr. Zhang’s philosophy, culinary art is not much
different from the way of life, for which moderation and
confidence are the keys.
Of their selected dishes,
Yunnan pickle pork stir
fry is the most notable
for it’s cooked with
year-old pickled mustard
and pork slices. Fried
squid with salted egg is also made Thai style, with
Thai chili sauce used for a tasteful finish. For Yunnan
pork slices, the dipping sauce is made with fresh
lemon right on order. Thai-style milk tea and
bobochacha is made with rambutan fruits, nipa palm
and sago for a perfect closure of the course.
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Xindian

Coming from Taunggyi, the most
beautiful tourist destination in
Myanmar, Ms. Yue and her husband,
Mr. Wang have run their restaurant in
Xindian for eleven years. They cook
chicken with Burmese dried papaya
for a health-promoting effect; for the
popular order spicy seafood
stir fry, its charming
flavor comes from
Thai-style fish
sauce and spicy
sauce.

Info:

Yunnan
steam pot
chicken and pearl
barley chicken are
both steam-cooked for
quality soup and soft texture, respectively. The cloth
pouch chicken is cooked with taro, fungus and pork
stomach for the classic Yunnan-Thai and Burmese
taste. Made with generous amount of cake paste and
the stuffing of dietary
fiber-rich king oyster and
salty egg, their moon
shrimp cake is also a
delight to the eyes.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2911-0735
0952-804-113
Address: No. 137, Baozhong Rd.,
Xindian Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Qizhang Station,
Songshan-Xindian Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
11:30-14:00
17:00-20:30

Contact number: 02-8665-3773
Address: No. 8, Lane 65, Sec. 3,
Beixin Rd., Xindian Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Dapinglin Station,
Songshan-Xindian Line)
Business Hour: Closed as announced
11:30-14:00
17:00-21:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Eggplant stir fry with minced pork, Yunnan cured beef, shrimp curry, glass noodle salad, Yunnan pickled
mustard pork stir fry, fried squid with salted egg

Signature chicken, spicy seafood stir fry, moon shrimp cake with king oyster and salty egg stuffing,
pearl barley chicken, cloth pouch chicken
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Tucheng

Thai cuisine in Tucheng District
Yun Zhi Tai

Coming from Northeastern
Thailand, Ms. Huang and her
husband are both established Thai
cuisine chefs. They grow the spices at
Mr. Huang’s home, and use
cardamom, and lemongrass in
Thai-style handmade sausage made
with a freshly slaughtered local pig.
To start this catering
business ten years
ago, her husband
became a chef,
and she
returned to
Thailand to
consult the most
famed local chefs.
This effort paid off as
their Thai restaurant is
now visited by gourmets near and far.

Info:
Contact number: 02-22671367
Address: No. 92, Sec. 3, Zhongyang Rd.,
Tucheng Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Yongning, Bannan Line)
Business Hours: No closing day
Weekdays: 11:30-14:30, 17:00-21:30
Weekends/Holidays: 11:30-14:30, 17:00-21:30

Recommended options
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Thai cuisine in Sanzhi District
Tai Wei Wu Thai Restaurant

Coming from Lashio, the Hsiaos
ran their Yunnan-Thai catering
service rather successfully in nearly
twenty years, with more than ten
branches in Greater Taipei. They’re
now focusing on the five in New
Taipei City and East District. They
primarily offer Thai-style cuisine and
Yunnan-Burmese
foods in a smaller
portion. You may
want to make
a reservation
to avoid a long
wait.
All of the Hsiaos
are capable cookers skilled
at heating control and ingredient combinations. In this
restaurant of affordable choices, yam kung ten is a
true test of a chef’s culinary skill, for it needs not only
fresh shrimp, but supplement and sauce selection.
Unfortunately, it is unavailable at the moment; for
Southern Thai prawn
curry, the turmeric curry
with egg goes good with
rice. Desserts such as
bobochacha are
prepared with a myriad
of ingredients such as
rambutan fruit, nipa
palm, taro, and coconut
milk. Black glutinous rice with coconut milk is smooth
and takes care of your gut.

Sanzhi

Southern Thai prawn curry, spicy fried tofu, Pad Krapow Gai, pineapple fried rice, assorted fried rice,
bobochacha, black glutinous rice with coconut milk, bamboo beef brisket stew

Ms. Huang cooks Pad Kra Pow Moo in a genuine
Thai way: the classic flavor is achieved with Thai holy
basil and ginger. Their dedication and mastery of Thai
cuisine and heating
control are
heart-warming to the
visiting Thai cuisine
lovers, as their waiting
will not be in vain.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2636-6989
Address: No. 51, Changan St.,
Sanzhi Dist., New Taipei City
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
11:00-14:00
17:00-20:00

Recommended options
Thai-style assorted sausage set, Pad Kra Pow Moo (Thai basil chili minced pork) with rice, Thai-style milk tea
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Southeastern culinary delight
in New Taipei City
With the complexity in the composition of Southeastern Asian population (Austronesians, Malays and
Chinese-speaking migrants), the cuisine of this region is highly diversed, and it is characterized by being
flavor-rich, especially the ample usage of chili pepper, and prepared in various cooking methods due to the
proximity to the equator. With more fusion cuisine than Indian-style, Indonesian-style cuisine is just as
diverse as their population composition and has a considerable portion using spices, roasting and/or sauce,
with Minangkabau beef of indigenous Sumatran style being the most symbolic. Meanwhile, Indian-style
cuisine can be further divided into northern and southern Indian-styles, with the prior predominated by
the mildly spicy, curry-based flavor giving way to a characteristic aftertaste, and the latter being richer and
more complicated with the generous use of spices such as curry leaves and mustard seeds, and finish with
coconut milk as appropriate. Mostly originating from the coastal areas of Guangdong and Fujian
provinces, the most notable foods of the Chinese migrants in Malaysia and Singapore are and Bak Kut Teh,
Hainan chicken rice, and Lo Hei at Lunar New Year. As for Burmese cuisine, it is a combination Yunnan,
Thai and their own dishes. The most notable Southeastern Asian include crispy curry puff for New Year,
Indian vegetable cake and rossomalai.
Indians and Indonesians do not usually use eating utensils or have soup. Instead, they grab their food
such as whole-wheat bread and Indian rice. Indian rice is typically prepared with the famous Basmati. This
long, thin and aromatic rice is native to India, a nation with dry and rainy seasons equally long in a year.
Hence, Indian fried rice is al dente, visually appealing and appetizing as it does not turn slimy. Puri is
prepared by making a spherical dough with whole wheat flour and other ingredients, then flattened before
deep-fried and served with fruit puree, curry, tamarind puree, cloves, or butter of various flavors. Cheese
papad is also a popular choice.
Diwali is a festival that celebrates the beginning of the Hindu New Year. It takes place in the Hindu
month of Kartika, which is from late October to late November in the Gregorian calendar. It is also known
as Deepavali or Festival of Lights, for the people set off fireworks and light up oil lamps to drive away
darkness. On the last day of a Hindu year, most Indians fast “to clean themselves”. In the first meal, right
after fasting, they eat crispy samosa, vegetable cake and desserts for good luck. Besides samosa with curry
stuffing, they may eat pita bread with pea paste as stuffing and cashew on top, which is meant to remove all
obstacles. Known for its immense sweetness, kheer is a deep fried dough of milk, cream cheese, flour and
cinnamon. Rossomalai is also a popular syrup dessert in Bangladesh and India.
When visiting an Indian restaurant around Diwali, it is a custom to start with papad and handmade
appetizer, tandoor roasting and masala meat stew as the main course, dahi as the dessert, and finish with
masala chai. Trying Indian cuisine is like exploring the Indian mysteries of Theravada Buddhism.
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Also a dish for New Year and festivals, Indonesian Minangkabau beef is a spicy meat dish cooked in a
way like Rendang. This way of stew preparation with coconut milk, spices and chili pepper originates from
Minangkabau (Padang) and is now known all over this nation of islands. The Padangs are indigenous
people in the Indonesian province of West Sumatra. In this matrilineal society, properties and land is
granted to daughters, but religious and political affairs are managed by males. Four million Padangs call
West Sumatra their home, and three million live in the cities and towns of Indonesia and the Malay
Peninsula. Minangkabau beef takes much effort and time to prepare, and is usually cooked for festivals,
rituals, wedding ceremonies and Eid al-Fitr.
Burmese New Year takes place from January 10 to 14 of the Burmese calendar (around April 13 of the
Gregorian calendar). It is celebrated in a way much like Songkran for a fresh start. As an essential part of
Burmese New Year, their semolina cake is made with almond, sesame and palm oil. Poppy seeds may also
be added for improvement though strictly forbidden in Taiwan. Curry puff is usually made with potato
curry stuffing to wish for wealth. As a nation neighboring Yunnan province and Thailand, its cuisine has a
deep connection with these styles.
Since Malaysia is a multi-ethnicity nation with Malays, Chinese, Indians, and Peranakan (Straits
Chinese), it is natural to find Indian and Singapore cuisine (as Singapore went independent from Malaysia
in the last century) faithfully recreated here. At Lunar New Year, Chinese migrants in Malaysia may
consume Lo Hei to wish for longevity and wealth and Bak Kut Teh for abundance, and even more choices
of various styles.

India is a nation in South Asia. It is the
second most populous nation and the
seventh-largest country by area. Indian
population is highly diverse in ethnicity and
religions, for this land served as the cradle
of one of the oldest human civilizations.

Indonesia is the fourth most populous
nation and has more than seventeen
islands.

Myanmar locates in the west of Mainland
Southeast Asia, and is currently the
twenty-sixth most populous nation. Its
economic development heavily relies on its
mineral deposit and agriculture, and a
significant portion of the population are priests.

Malaysia is in the Malay Peninsula and is
currently the forty-fifth most populous
nation. Divided into the western and
eastern parts by the South Sea, this nation
has a high diversity in natural environment
and ethnicity, and is also a renowned
tourist destination.
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Zhonghe

Burmese cuisine in Zhonghe District
Dian Cheng Yunnan Restaurant

Ran by the owner from Yangon,
Myanmar, this restaurant with more
than twenty years of history is on
Huaxin Street, and offers Roti Prata,
Burmese semolina cake, samosa and
curry puff. Burmese semolina cake
features the aroma of
dried shrimp and
sesame. Curry
puff has a crispy
crust and
spongy curry
mashed potato.
Curry puff is a
yummy treat with
curry and chicken.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2946-2325
Address: No. 78, Huaxin St.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour: Closed on Thursday
Weekdays: 10:00-19:30
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-19:30

Recommended options
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Burmese cuisine in Zhonghe District
Rui Yun Southeastern
Asian Cuisine

Coming from Yunnan, Ms. Huang
learned culinary skills from her mother
and ran a restaurant with her brother.
As you step into their restaurant, you
can find jars of Yunnan sauce,
bamboo shoots or pickled cabbage
and chili pepper. Though relatively
simple in interior
design, their
restaurant
boasts the
mastery of
heating control
that is only to
be tested with
your taste buds.
Beef offal rice vermicelli (with soup) is cooked with
beef offal, tripe, tendon, shank and slices. The soup
and beef offal is mildly flavored to appraise the
freshness of the ingredients. Made with pork and
chicken ingredients,
minced offal and meat
rice vermicelli is good
with or without soup. As
a Yunnan-style dessert
for summer, pea jelly is
made with crushed and
steamed white pea plus
chopped scallion, crushed peanut, Sichuan pepper
powder and chili pepper powder. In addition to Yunnan
cuisine, they also make good kung pao cuttlefish with
spicy bean sauce, and green bell pepper, onion, chili
pepper and scallion segments for aroma.

Zhonghe

Beef offal rice vermicelli (with soup), kung pao cuttlefish, pea jelly, minced offal and meat rice vermicelli,
pea jelly

Burmese Jin-Shan noodle is prepared with wide egg
noodle and an assortment of ingredients such as
chicken curry, shrimp paste, shallot, spicy sauce are
used and provide its
typical color. The dried
fish displayed on
Burmese Street can be
used to prepare fish
congee. As part of the
regular Burmese diet ,
kat kyi kaik is cooked
with pork offal, pork brain included, and has a rich
taste. They start business in the early morning and
close at the end of lunch break, showing how popular
their food is.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2940-1097
0912-138-464
Address: No. 68, Huaxin St.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Wednesday
06:30-20:30

Recommended options
Samosa, Burmese semolina cake, curry puff, Burmese Jin-Shan noodle, kat kyi kaik, mohinga
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Banqiao

Malaysian cuisine in Banqiao District
Wonderful Baba Bak Kut Teh
King Of King

Coming from a family of spice
dealers in Lahore, the second largest
Pakistan city, Mr. Mo studied in
Taiwan as a Chinese literature major
and stayed after graduation to
continue the spice business as well
as trading tin art, bronze sculpture
and silver ornaments from
Great Britain. For more
than a decade, he
has been running
a Halal-certified
Indian
restaurant and
selling Pakistan
rose rock salt.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2258-6052
0989-387-218
Address: No. 18-1, Juguang Rd.,
Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City
(Close to Xinpu Station, Bannan Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Monday
Weekdays: 11:30-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:30-14:00, 17:00-21:00

Recommended options
Assorted pepper soup, Bak Kut Teh pot with/without soup, thin noodle without soup
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Indian cuisine in Banquai District
Masala Zone Pakistani Indian Foods

Coming from Malaysia with his
family six years ago, Mr. Li is skilled
at Bak Kut Teh cuisine as his father
worked at Bak Kut Teh restaurant
“Xin Feng” and he spent his childhood
with the son of the restaurant’s owner,
who also ran another branch
in Zhongli when the
business went
the most
successful.
To carry on
their father’s
business,
Mr. Li and his
brothers do the manual
labor of trimming the fat on pork
stomach each day.
Of various Bak Kut Teh styles, the most famous is
the one of Xinshan Clay Pot. Wan De Fu’s is more
resembling Hakkan style
by cooking rib steak,
pork stomach and belly
with herbs and spices
for hours. Given color
using aged soy sauce
and richer flavor with
chili pepper, dried squid,
dried jujube and
wolfberry, their dry Bak Kut Teh tastes like
Shanghai-style sauteed pork. Deep frying of pork belly

Banqiao

Masala is a generalized term for spices
formulated by each chef and includes cumin and
tamarind. Now he designs the menu and hires the
chefs from Northern India to take care of the cooking.
As the most symbolic
dish, masala beef curry
is cooked with nutmeg
and served with plain,
cheese or caramel
papad. The Sanzhi
restaurant is currently
under his brother’s
administration, and Hsinchu restaurant under his friend’s
management, and the Banqiao restaurant is managed
by himself. They also offer mutton and chicken roasted
with Indian tandoor, and the chance to enjoy the meal
eaten with the right hand - a true Indian experience.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2258-2575
Address: No. 476, Sec. 2, Wenhua Rd.,
Banqiao Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Jiangzicui Station, Bannan Line)
Business Hours: Closed on Tuesday
Weekdays: 11:00-22:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-22:00

Recommended options
Masala beef/mutton curry, cashew paste beef curry, golden vegetable curry puff, caramel/cheese papad,
fish curry with spices
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Zhonghe

Hindi cuisine in Zhonghe District
Wang Wang Lai - Halal Food

Hindi cuisine in Zhonghe District
MR Diamond

The restaurant is run by the
national master bodybuilder that
graduated from a baking academy in
Yangon, Myanmar, and acquired
dessert artist certification in Japan.
He offers the Indian smoothie with the
elating blend of strawberry jelly,
caramel pudding, fresh, condensed
and evaporated milk,
and chia seeds.
Another notable
dessert option
is his Burmese
semolina cake.

Coming from Lashio, Myanmar, the
owner of MR Diamond acquired a
nursing degree and started a catering
business after having her son, and
has run this restaurant on Xinnan
Road for twenty years despite being
out of the “Burmese Street” of
Zhonghe. Her son studied catering
service in high school,
and adjusted her
recipe to greatly
reduce the
calories of curry
cuisine.

The basmati is
cooked with turmeric
powder, sour milk, scallion
and spices, and served with well-cooked chicken thigh
to soak it with chicken fat. It can be enjoyed with
chopped onion curry sauce. This master bodybuilder
invented unleavened, sugar-coated and deep-fried
whole-wheat puri served
with tamarind paste or
the unforgettably rich
beef curry.

The signature
turmeric chicken
thigh is cooked with
Indian masala spices,
Hungarian spices and onion paste and is presented
with delightful colors. Spicy shrimp floss along with
fried minced onion and tamarind serve as the best
flavoring. Lemongrass, cinnamon leaves, turmeric,
lemon leaves and an
assortment of
vegetables are used in
the dishes and soups of
this restaurant. Cooked
with mild heat, the
Indian beef curry is best
enjoyed with handmade
chapati.

Info:
Contact number: 0909-637-668
Address: No. 23, Huaxin St., Zhonghe Dist.,
New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour: Closed on Thursday
Weekdays: 10:00-14:30, 17:00-20:00
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00-14:30, 17:00-20:00
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Zhonghe

Info:
Contact number: 02-2941-8323
0952-204-070
Address: No. 183, Sec. 1, Xinnan Rd.,
Zhonghe Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Nanshihjiao Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour:
11:00-12:00
17:00-20:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Unique Indian smoothie, chicken thigh basmati, semolina cake, pudding, puri with beef curry

Turmeric basmati with chicken thigh, puri with beef curry, iced milk tea, Hainan chicken thigh rice
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Linkou

Hindi cuisine in Linkou District
Dhaka Indian Kitchen
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Hindi cuisine in Sanzhi District
Mayur Indian Kitchen Beach
Restaurant, MIK-9

Coming from a family of Hindi
cuisine chefs in Dhaka, Bangladesh,
Mr. Hsiao is a mold machinery
engineer who married a long-term
care nurse and has run his own
catering business for more than four
years. His uncle in Dhaka is still
running his business. In his own
restaurant, he offers
mutton steak with
bone cooked
with spices to
remove the
odor. Masala
beef curry is
cooked with
optimized spice usage
for flavor layering.
A popular snack among the visiting gourmets, puri is
prepared with wheat and salt, and baked at moderate
heat (180 degrees Celsius) for optimal texture. In
Dhaka, the staple food includes chapati, rice and
related products as well
as spinach. Unlike the
usual preparation with a
food processor, they
make it into minced
spinach that its original
flavor is still vivid. Rice
pudding is also one of the unique sweets made with
Basmati, egg and milk, and has sweetness adjusted.

Sanzhi

Previously working in a Taiwanese
five-star hotel, Mr. Ma married a
Taiwanese lady and started his own
Indian restaurant, offering both
Northern and Southern Indian cuisine.
Northern Indian-style cuisine is
cooked with cheese and a generous
amount of vegetables
and beans, while
Southern Indian
style uses rice
and vegetables,
especially
spinach and
sprouts. Overall,
Indian cuisine
primarily uses nuts,
cheese, vegetables, spices,
curry, butter and plant oil.

Info:

Contact number: 02-2608-1712
0925-058-002
Address: No. 171, Sec. 1, Wenhua 3rd Rd.,
Linkou Dist., New Taipei City
(close to Linkou Station, MRT Taoyuan
Airport Line)
Business Hours: Closed on the third
Wednesday of each month
Weekdays: 11:30-14:00, 17:00-21:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:30-14:00, 17:00-21:00

As one of the most notable dishes on Mayur’s
menu, the assorted
vegetable cake is
prepared with spices
and vegetables. Chapati
is also provided in a
myriad of options: plain
or stuffed with cheese,
potato, coconut or
chocolate. Here you can throw a party or feast as you
enjoy the bay scenery of Sanzhi.

Info:
Contact number: 02-2636-8851
Address: No. 12-8, Beishizi, Sanzhi Dist.,
New Taipei City
Business Hours: Closed on Tuesday
Weekdays: 11:00-22:00
Weekends/Holidays: 11:00-22:00

Recommended options

Recommended options

Gulab jamun, puri, chapati, beef masala curry, lamb chop, karahi gosht, rice pudding

Assorted vegetable cake, Malai Tikka, butter chapati, spice chapati, cheese-stuffed chapati, beef spinach curry
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Yonghe

Indonesian cuisine in Yonghe District
Meng Tai Li Indonesian Cuisine,
Indonesian foods
Indonesia is known for the
Thousand Islands, and so it doesn’t
come as a surprise to find a great
variety in local cuisine. Coming from
Indonesia, Mr. Huang is running the
Indonesian-based compound catering
service “Meng Tai Li”,
and even provides
foreign exchange
as well as the
hygienic goods
directly from his
homeland.
Indonesian cuisine
is a collective term of a
myriad of “homey” dishes.
Beef Rendang, the roasted beef of Western
Sumatra natives Minangkabau, is known for its
complex and unique taste, for it is flavored with
coconut milk and spices and cooked with controlled
heating. It’s served with
satay sauce. Coconut
rice and turmeric rice
are sometimes sprinkled
with dried fruit such as
jackfruit, pineapple,
rambutan to add more
variety to the classic
sour spicy taste.

cooking
time

Info:
Contact number: 02-2945-0201
0987-523-070
Address: No. 32, Dehe Rd., Yonghe Dist.,
New Taipei City
(close to Yongan Market Station,
Zhonghe-Xinlu Line)
Business Hour: 09:00-21:00

Recommended options
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Minangkabau beef curry, ikan bumbu bali, satay chicken with peanut sauce, tempeh fried rice, indomie
(egg and beef meatball) with or without soup
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Welcome to New Taipei City to
enjoy delicacy presented by new immigrants.

Organized by: Economic Development Department, New Taipei City Government
Conducted by: De Li Marketing Consultant
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